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Here are 17 of the best jokes for smart people: Dylan Love .
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form a negative. 15/ It indicates an expandable section or
menu, or sometimes previous / next navigation options.
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Comedy's a funny old business. Just weeks after we were told a
joke by comedian Tim Vine was the best-ever, another has been
voted in its.
Jokes only smart people will really appreciate - Business
Insider
As it turns out, a study was conducted in search of the best
joke ever, and, by millions of votes, THIS is it: Two hunters
Bored Panda scoured the Internet for the most excellent funny
jokes and came up with this list. . Best!Wise-ass joke!
EVER!!! 7. 7points. reply. View more comments. #15 .. It took
me a second but I got it.

The funniest jokes at this year's Edinburgh Fringe have been
revealed, with In second place was Scottish comic Frankie
Boyle with the line.

The Biggest Ever Tim Vine Joke Book containing over 1, jokes
and puns. Then a second joke book entitled The Not Quite
Biggest Ever Tim Vine Joke Book, 1. 2. 6. 30 .

There aren't that many HR jokes around, but this one not only
takes the biscuit The woman thought for a second and replied:
“Well, heaven is.
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Two hunters are out in the woods when one of them collapses.
Instead 36, people named their favourite in a public vote with a different result, as a joke about a woman taking an
ugly baby on a bus came top. Try Independent Minds free for 1
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